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Likewise, a clear difference has occurred between international students and domestic students, as well as Japanese citizens, in response to the incident. International students rushed from Japan with unfounded fears, which could have been prevented if the university immediately provided information to assist international students to make a competent decision.

**Coping with the Challenges**

While the university was not fully prepared for this mega-earthquake, it quickly overcame this mistake. The international office modified an online application system for exchange students to create a safety confirmation Web page, where international students could report their safety, status, and even plan for their studies. At Tohoku University, as of March 28, it was known that close to 1,000 students, two-third of international students, had been safely evacuated. By April 25, 86 percent reported their willingness to return before the new academic year would commence.

This earthquake provided us with an opportunity to find strength in ourselves to recuperate.

The Japanese government also came to provide support, by offering free airline tickets for government-sponsored scholarship students, who had gone home, to return to Japan and scholarships for self-funded international student at universities located in affected areas.

Partner institutions all over the globe have extended their support by increasing quota and accepting our students to their exchange programs, raising money for the victims, or sending us encouraging messages. The alumni have sent us donations so that we can repair damaged buildings. This earthquake provided us with an opportunity to find strength in ourselves to recuperate, and we discovered the helping hands of our friends from all over the world.

**Where Do We Go from Here?**

The internationalization of Japanese universities might have been set back by this disaster for some years. We, however, should not be deterred. We should face up to the challenges and change the crisis into an opportunity. By reviewing and reevaluating Japan as a destination for quality higher education, we can identify our advantages as well as our shortcomings—including the effect of the earthquake—and rebuild our strategy from the ground up, in order to meet the increasing level of competition in higher education.

These strategies, however, should not be developed independently by institutions. There are many stakeholders whom we can involve—such as policymakers, industries, local communities, nonprofit organizations, and even members of the international community. Constructing a network or creating a consortium, where ideas and insights can be shared, will lead to building better strategies. Universities in the affected area, including Tohoku University, can act as a liaison for these diverse stakeholders. This is the first step toward restoration and a new era of internationalization.
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Ireland is not the sole country to experience prolonged economic difficulties, based on the global financial crisis of 2008. Nor is it the only country whose higher education system has been rocked by structural change, aligned with or precipitated by public financial cutbacks. According to the European University Association, which is monitoring the situation, major reductions in public funding to higher education have occurred in Latvia (48% in 2009 and a further 18% in 2010), Italy (anticipated reduction of 20% by 2013), Greece (target reduction of 30%), and most recently the United Kingdom (40% reduction until 2014/2015). Ireland anticipates reductions of 6–7 percent in 2011, atop 5 percent in 2010, while Estonia has faced cuts of 17 percent since 2009. In contrast, Scandinavian countries, France, and Germany are experiencing minor reductions due to increased student numbers or more funding.

Ireland’s February 2011 general election threw out the Fianna Fail party, which dominated government for 61 of the last 79 years and was blamed for mismanaging the economy. There are high hopes the new coalition of Christian and social democratic parties will be more sympathetic to higher education, which has become another victim of the country’s difficulties.
The “Celtic Tiger” years, 1998–2008, benefited higher education, pushing it higher up the policy agenda. The core budget increased, and over 3 billion euros was invested in higher education research and infrastructure. Participation rates rose from 44 percent a decade ago to 55 percent today, and the target is 72 percent by 2020. Yet, Ireland spends only 1.2 percent of gross the domestic product (public and private) on higher education, well below the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development average. Exchequer funding accounts for 85 percent of higher education funding compared with an OECD average of 73 percent. Expenditure per student is 15.5 percent below the top OECD quartile, if research funding is not included, or 28 percent below including research funding.

Since 2008, higher education will have experienced an overall 17 percent reduction in core funding. Because budget and student numbers are going in opposite directions, resources per student are declining more precipitously than headline cuts suggest, from a high of almost 10,000 euros to less than 3,000 euros per student. Employment levels are required to fall by 7 percent by 2014, while salaries have already been reduced by 5 to 8 percent; all new appointments have 10 percent–lower starting salaries. Accordingly, there is some evidence of talent flight by those attracted to Ireland by good salaries and well-endowed grants.

The government has sought to preserve research and development funding, likely to form a key part of its new employment strategy. After an initial reduction of almost 30 percent between 2009 and 2010, funding was increased again in 2011—albeit this varies across funding agencies and programs. The main change has been toward application-focused research, granted a 12.5 percent increase in 2011, with an emphasis on commercialization and job creation. A parallel research prioritization exercise is likely to reinforce these trends.

**Changes at the System Level**

The National Strategy for Higher Education to 2030 was launched in January 2011, written with the new environment clearly in mind. Rationalization and efficiency were identified as objectives, not simply outcomes of system restructuring. Hopefully, by pooling resources, the current crisis can be used to reconfigure the system to be more competitive. Maintaining quality with reducing resources remains, however, a challenge.

Irish higher education is generally described as a binary system, with 7 universities, 14 institutes of technology, 9 colleges of education, the National College of Art and Design, 2 non-state-aided private colleges, and a few other smaller national institutions for a population of 4 million people. In this context, not surprisingly, institutional alliances or mergers received considerable attention. Yet, despite a small but vocal chorus arguing for the preferential treatment and designation for both Trinity College Dublin and University College Dublin as world-class universities, the report resisted any such language. In fact, remarkably, there is only passing reference to global rankings and the words “world-class university” do not appear anywhere. Instead, focus is on the quality of the system, with recommendations placing considerable emphasis on the need for system coherence and consolidation and institutional diversity.

The intention is to both rationalize the number of individual institutions and improve overall efficiency. Some institutes of technology are encouraged to merge, in order to be designated technological universities. In the future, the system is likely to have three broad components: a small number of highly research-intensive universities, a middle group of regionally focused universities and one or two universities of technology with research capacity concent
least because any proviso for a graduate-tax or income-contingent loan scheme would be unworkable in the current economic environment and when almost 25 percent of graduates emigrate.

**Impact at the Institutional Level**

Changes at the institutional level were inevitable even before the recession—albeit the context and speed with which institutions have had to adapt has severely tested institutional decision making and implementation capacity. Departments have been merged, programs altered, and specific courses discontinued. Many widening-participation and other “noncore” initiatives, funded from strategic or targeted finances, are now under threat. The institutes of technology are experiencing the double whammy of a deteriorating financial situation, coupled with the implementation of a new-funding model, announced several years ago but being introduced now.
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The other major talking point is tuition fees. Abolished in the mid-1990s as means to widen access, the budget deficit has put the issue firmly back on the table.

Under a national accord, faculty in the institutes of technology, but not the universities, have agreed to some workload changes. Institutions, however, have little ability to make fundamental changes (e.g., abolishing whole departments or programs) because all faculty are tenured. This means those on part-time or short-term contracts and the nonpay element of the budget have been most affected.

**Challenges for Small Countries**

Ireland faces particular difficulties given the severity of the economic crisis and the prolonged recession. Many of the challenges are broadly in line with what other countries have promoted—such as, significant system restructuring, coupled with increased regulation or managed-policy direction. Where Ireland does differ is in its emphasis on a “whole of country strategy,” rather than seeking to create a few world-class universities. It wants to adopt a single-quality brand to enhance global competitiveness (e.g., “brand Ireland”). The national strategy sees all higher education institutions engaged in teaching, research, and engagement—with each institution seeking to achieve some form of unique global leadership.
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Research requires a good flow of the latest scholarly information—books, journals, data—and sub-Saharan universities have long faced particular challenges in Africa. Academics frequently comment that a major impediment to their own work, including their ability to publish, is the lack of access to the work of their peers elsewhere. Anecdotes of researchers working hard to complete a paper for submission, only to find something similar was published the previous year or that they have failed to acknowledge important new debates or data, are not uncommon. But the past decade has shown considerable efforts to address this information gap. In fact, a study published by the Association of Commonwealth Universities last year suggests that the picture may actually be much brighter than is often assumed.

**Empty Shelves but Bulging Databases**

Many accounts lament the empty shelves of university libraries, but they tend to miss the huge volume of information that academics and students can now access online. The shift to electronic publishing—and the associated reductions in the costs of printing and shipping—has given rise to a number of initiatives for low-income countries: notably, the United Nations’ managed schemes for health, agricultural, and environmental journals—Health Inter-Network Access to Research Initiative (HINARI), Access to Global Online Research in Agriculture (AGORA), and Online Access to Research in the Environment (OARE); and the International Network for the Availability of Scientific Publications’ Program for the Enhancement of Information (PERii), in addition to the work of Electronic Information from Libraries; and a whole host of other smaller programs.

The scale of what is now available online is impressive. PERii alone has negotiated access to over 23,000 full-text journals in all fields, while HINARI counts over 7,500, AGORA 1,900, and OARE over 2,950. Additional features are the growing number of open-access journals: the Directory of Open Access Journals lists some 6,317. Librarians have worked hard to secure this content, too. Books are still a major gap, and their expense accounts for many empty shelves. However, as e-books come online, print on